Kinetics of homologous pairing promoted by RecA protein: effects of ends and internal sites in DNA.
When recA protein was preincubated with single-stranded DNA in the presence of an ATP-regenerating system prior to the addition of homologous duplex DNA, a slow presynaptic step was eliminated, and the subsequent homologous pairing was revealed as a reaction whose rate exceeds by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude the calculated rate of spontaneous renaturation in 0.15 M NaCl at Tm -25 degrees C. The pairing reaction displayed saturation kinetics with respect to both single-stranded and double-stranded DNA, indicating the existence of a rate-limiting enzyme-substrate complex. The signal observed in the assay of the pairing reaction was due to pairing at free homologous ends of the duplex DNA, as well as pairing in the middle of the duplex molecule, away from a free end. The apparent rate of pairing of circular single strands with linear duplex DNA was equal to the sum of the rates of pairing at sites located at either end of the duplex DNA or at interior sites, but the apparent rates attributable to ends were greater, and nicks also stimulated the apparent rate.